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Abstract (en)
The invention is a shelter roof assembly (1) that can be mounted on a wall.Said shelter roof assembly (1) comprises:- a glass sheet (2), which
comprises a top plate face (21) and a lower plate face (22), wherein the plate (2) in the upper plate face (21) comprises at least one plate housing
(25);- a support device (3) comprising a base (30) fixable on the wall, an upper wing (31) and a lower wing (32) extending from said base (30)
identifying a cavity (300) therebetween, in which the plate (2) can be inserted, in which the upper wing (31) has at least one device housing (35);-
locking means (5) engaging the plate (2) and the support device (3) comprising a locking device (50) comprising a pair of jibs, wherein the upper
jib (51) comprising a device portion (513) suitable for housing the device (35) and the lower jib (52) comprising a plate portion (522) suitable for
housing the plate (25) in the housing; wherein said jibs are adjustable in a preferred axial position by two positioning members (58) and respective
control elements (57) extending in length between the two jibs to engage the two positioning members (58) and are maneuverable for controlling its
mutual position in a direction parallel to the plate plane and involving a movement in the orthogonal direction of the two jibs.
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